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By Dr Wayne Lynch

Walrus Books, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Tails for swimming, tails for balancing, tails like flags that lead the way. In Whose Tail Is This?
some of the world s most fascinating tails are on display in all their bushy, scaly, or waggly glory.
Following the same formula children loved in the previous seven books in his animal series, in
Whose Tail Is This? Wayne Lynch asks children to identify everything from beluga whales to
chameleons from up-close pictures of just their tails. With each turn of the page, a vivid color
photograph of the entire animal is revealed. Accompanied by fun-filled facts and intriguing text,
Whose Tail Is This? captivates young readers and introduces them to birds, animals, and reptiles
from around the world. About the Whose? Animals series: Author and photographer Wayne Lynch
reveals the world of wild animals. Each creature is introduced by showing a photo highlighting one
feature and some clues. Then the complete animal is pictured along with more facts.
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It is an amazing publication which i actually have at any time go through. It really is writter in easy words and phrases rather than hard to understand. Its
been developed in an extremely easy way which is merely following i finished reading through this pdf in which actually changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Ga r r y Lind-- Ga r r y Lind

Completely among the best pdf I actually have possibly read through. It is probably the most awesome pdf we have read. You wont really feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Pr of . Ma r tine Lesch-- Pr of . Ma r tine Lesch
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